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Meal ID
A complete meal tracking solution 
designed for institutions. Includes 
meal counting, dietary alerts and 

pastoral care reporting



Streamline the process!
Monitor’s Meal ID solution is a convenient and efficient way to track 
total meals served and monitor dietary preferences in real time. 
Designed to suit institutions such as universities, schools or 
hospitals, Meal ID will streamline meal times.

Users swipe/scan cards on a card reader connected to 
Monitor’s small ID Port device. User data is stored on a 
remote server running Supervisor Net, Monitor’s powerful 
database system. Within seconds of a user swiping their 
card, a photo and any dietary alerts can be immediately 
populated on the screen of any computer/tablet running 
the browser based Meal ID application.

Use the data to improve your meal service, track student 
usage, receive instant dietary alerts and assist with pastoral 
care.

Speed up the queue!

 h Lightning fast - see user details within seconds

 h Suits any site - from a single lane to multiple different 
geographic locations

 h Integrates with Supervisor Net for database management

 h Designed to accommodate cash-free environments 

 h Configurable and customisable reporting tools

 h User photo and food preference/allergies loaded into system 
to ensure the right meal to the right person

 h Custom permissions - restrict users to certain locations

 h Tailor multiple different meal profiles per day

 h Manual meal number ajustment avaiable

 h Full pastoral care reporting
When integrated with Supervisor Net, Monitor’s 
powerful database system, Meal ID picture pop-
up feature allows quick recognition of users and 

enhanced security. 



Extensive 
Reporting

Behind the scenes Meal ID is a powerhouse 
of data management. See a user’s full 
transaction history, restrict access to certain 
locations, report on overall totals for a day/ 
week/month etc.

Everything that a user eats can be accounted 
for, from how many servings, to how many 
times they visited, Meal ID gives you a full 
overview of user eating patterns at your site.

 h Student Meal tracking made easy!

 h Stable and reliable, with support when you need it 

 h Seamlessly integrates with other Monitor modules 

 h Powerful online reporting capabilities with customisable parameters 

 h Three colour code system for student meals, monitor for serious food allergies in real time

 h Fully scalable 
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